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CRAZY WORLD
Comedy/

Others/

LOCOMUNDO
HD /

By David Broncano, Ricardo Castella

Written by Joan Grau
Cast David Broncano
Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

David Broncano presents a humorous programme which analyses
from his point of view what's happening in this ‘Crazy World'.
There are no boundaries geographically or thematically that can
stop Broncano when it comes to commenting on all kinds of
issues that are completely necessary on TV today: cyber-bullying,
gentrification, euthanasia, post-truth politics, drugs or sheiks. He's
not alone as he's accompanied by a wide range of contributors
and comedians such as Quequé, Ricardo Castella, Jorge Ponce,
Paco Calavera, Ignatius Farray and Dani Rovira.
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ESTÀ PASSANT
Comedy/

By Toni Soler

Written by Enzo Vizcaíno, Roger Rubio, Pepe Tienda, Ignasi
Taltavull, Pau Escribano, Tomàs Fuentes
Cast Toni Soler , Jair Domínguez , Òscar Andreu
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer

Està passant is a satirical news programme focussing on key
current events. It goes out every day for 45 minutes in the slot
before Telenotícies Vespre.
The programme, presented by Toni Soler, deals with the main
news items of the day paying special attention to political news
while keeping an eye on traditional and social media. All without
losing any of the satirical bite associated with past Minoria
Absoluta productions.
Soler is joined on set by Òscar Andreu and Jair Domínguez, two of
the boldest voices in Catalan humour. Also appearing is Elisenda
Carod, our roving reporter on the scene.
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GYMBOCO (GYM BODY COACH)
Education/

By Sergio Romero

Written by Gymboco
Cast
Produced by Gymboco SL
Sales Agent Contact producer

GymBoCo is a high-quality audiovisual brand that aims to promote
healthy living and well-being beginning from the viewer's own
living room.
GymBoCo's main selling point is that it can bring the gym to the
users' homes, giving them access to 19 different disciplines and
catering for all tastes and targets. The activities offered range from
a wide variety of dance classes to up-and-coming disciplines
such as cross, HIIT, boot camp and combat as well as more
conventional activities including yoga, Pilates and balance to
name just a few. The programme offers disciplines for all the
family, regardless of their age. All the content is produced in 4K
along with high-quality music.
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HOMO ZAPPING
Comedy/

By Alba Holgado

Written by Rafel Barceló, Joan Grau
Cast
Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

The first TV programme based entirely on parodies of other
programmes and series. A format similar to that of zapping
programmes with one totally innovative difference: the clips
shown are not real, but recreations in sketch format. A regular
team of actors parody programmes from any channel, both
current and legendary: game shows, news, series, ads, sports
programmes, magazine shows… The sets for each sketch imitate
those of the programmes parodied. The programme also features
cameos from presenters and actors.
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LATE MOTIV
Comedy/

By Andreu Buenafuente

Written by David Martos
Cast Andreu Buenafuente
Produced by El Terrat
Sales Agent Contact producer

Comedian Andreu Buenafuente's most personal show yet, with
which he recovers the essence of the Late Night genre.
Surrounded every night by famous guests, the best regular
contributors and a live band, not forgetting his trademark
monologue, – a sharp and witty take on what's in the news. There
are also great performances from top music artists.
The programme can be seen on #0, the new channel on the payper-view Movistar+ platform. It's broadcast at 23.00, a time
previously unheard of for a late-night show in Spain. It is one of the
channel's most successful programmes and has received the TV
Academy's best host award.
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OH MY GOIG (II)
Education/

By Aïda Torrent Ciudad

Written by Camilo Villaverde, Pau Serracant , Anna Soldevila,
Equip de continguts del CJAS (Centre Jove Atenció Sexualitats)
Cast Ricard Balada , Maria Villarejo , Laura Solé , Berta Cascante ,
Ibra Cessay , Lara Oliete , Eloi Martín Casanovas , Marc Aguilar
Sebastián , Quique Martín , Rafa Valls , Carlos Belenguer ,
Carmela Terrón , Lara Rubin , Víctor Segué , Jordi Rodríguez ,
David López González , Nil Coral , Maite Bassa , Albert Martí
Panadès
Produced by Camille Zonca
Sales Agent Contact producer

Season 2 of Oh My Goig (translated as Oh My Pleasure), a sex
education transmedia series for young audiences produced by
betevé. This season is focused on false myths of sexuality and
refuting them, promoting a positive, responsible and free sex life.
Every episode consists of a fiction which recreates one of these
myths; and also, a debate with a young group about that fiction.
They give their opinion based on their own personal experiences
and, at the end, they are invited to choose the best conclusion for
the fiction, encouraging interaction. The format is complemented
with informational short videos presented by Oh My Goig's host,
educator Noe Elvira.
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SECUNDARIS
Documentary/

By Ignasi de Jesús

Written by Mireia Gutiérrez
Cast
Produced by Diana Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

In Secundaris we will meet people who work passionately and
enthusiastically behind celebrities. We will follow the life of these
professionals to show how its craft is necessary, how it is their
relationship and how they influence on them. We will access
intimate and unknown places by the general public to discover the
professional and personal side of the known people, from a
different point of view. We will travel by the hand of anonymous
and anonymous who will show us that success is only achieved
thanks to the work of many people who pursue the same
objective.
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